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Executive Summary
Technical and cost gap analyses were performed to identify pathways for reducing the costs of
molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) stationary fuel cell
power plants. The MCFC analysis was performed by Dr. Robert Remick at the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), and the PAFC analysis was performed by Douglas
Wheeler of DJW Technology, LLC. The MCFC developer, FuelCell Energy, Inc., of Danbury,
Connecticut, provided information on the current costs of manufacturing their products and
shared their vision for reducing costs by 2020. The PAFC developer, UTC Power, Inc., provided
insight into opportunities for cost reduction that could yield to additional technology
advancement, but were more circumspect in providing proprietary cost data. This gap analysis is
the follow-on to the results obtained at the MCFC/PAFC Research and Development (R&D)
Workshop held in Palm Springs, California, on November 16, 2009, as a pre-meeting to the Fuel
Cell Seminar.
No single issue was identified in the MCFC analysis presented here that could achieve major
cost reductions. However, results show that significant cost reductions can be achieved through
technical advancements on several fronts. The three most important MCFC R&D areas to be
addressed are 1) extending stack life to 10 years, 2) increasing power density by 20%, and
3) significantly reducing the cost for contaminant removal from fuel streams, especially from
renewable fuel streams. Results also support, to some extent, the claim that volume production
will bring down costs. However, even under the most optimistic circumstances, it is not likely
that first costs for an MCFC power plant can be brought much below $2,000/kW.
One issue identified in the PAFC analysis that certainly ranks high is platinum costs. At 10% to
15% of the current installed costs of a PAFC power plant, platinum costs represent an Achilles
heel of the PAFC technology, as pointed out in the MCFC/PAFC Workshop. In the case of the
current PAFC power plants marketed by UTC Power, a reduction in fabrication costs also
represents an opportunity for cost reduction. Here, cost reduction can be achieved through
innovative redesign of processes and formulations to lower the cost of manufacturing the PAFCs.
As with the MCFC power plant, an increase in PAFC power density would help reduce costs. In
this instance, solving the anion adsorption problem at the fuel cell cathode would bring about a
20% increase in power density and a concomitant decrease in the cost per kilowatt of the existing
technology. It is also important to note that no clear pathway was identified for the PAFC that
would lead to power plant costs below $2,000/kW.
One of the most important issues identified, and one that is not specific to any fuel cell type, is
contaminant removal. Development of a cost-effective process for removing contaminants,
especially those found in renewable fuels, would have an impact well beyond the fuel cell
communities.
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Objective
Stationary fuel cells in the 200+ kilowatt-size class have been available for purchase for nearly
two decades. Stationary fuel cell power plants based upon phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC)
technology have been under development at United Technologies Corporation (UTC) since the
1970s. UTC has manufactured and installed more than 250 200-kW PAFC power plants
worldwide. A subdivision of UTC, UTC Power, Inc., is currently marketing a 400-kW PAFC
power plant under the product name PureCell400. These UTC power plants are configured to
operate on natural gas although, with the addition of a gas processing unit, they can be operated
on methane from an anaerobic digester.
Stationary fuel cells based on molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) technology have been under
development at FuelCell Energy, Inc. (FCE) and its predecessor, the Energy Research
Corporation, for several decades. FCE has demonstrated a number of 250-kW units operating on
natural gas and on methane from an anaerobic digester and currently offers a number of products
for sale, from a 300-kW unit to a 2.8-MW power plant.
However, despite decades of development and hundreds of demonstration units in the field, the
installed costs for both the PAFC and MCFC power plants remain above $4,000/kW. Although
the current package of federal, state, and local tax incentives makes installing a stationary fuel
cell a good proposition, those incentives will disappear after 2016, and these fuel cell products
will have to stand on their own.
At the present time, the competition for distributed generation of electricity in 100-kW to multimegawatt sizes includes fuel cells, reciprocating engines, and microturbines. A study conducted
by Battelle has shown that even without incentives, fuel cell power plants, both MCFC and
PAFC, can be competitive with reciprocating engines and microturbines in applications using
anaerobic digester gas at a waste water treatment plant(1). However, the Battelle study takes the
approach of sizing the power plant based on a fixed quantity of fuel available from the digester
and using the electrical output and the cogenerated heat from the fuel cell to partially offset
natural gas and electricity purchases that would otherwise be made to support the functioning of
the treatment plant. In this particular study, the anaerobic digester methane is considered to have
zero value. In other words, the fuel is free. The situation changes significantly when the fuel is
natural gas and the price point for competition is the cost of electricity from the grid.
A recent feasibility study performed for the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) by
Engineering, Procurements & Construction, LLC of Lakewood, Colorado, compared the
installed costs for an FCE direct fuel cell (DFC) 1500, a UTC Power PureCell400, a Solar
Mercury 50 gas turbine, and a Caterpillar C3250 reciprocating engine. Installed costs were
$4,245/kW, $4,375/kW, $1,896/kW and $1,342/kW, respectively. The H2A Power Model was
then used to assess the cost of electricity using each of these options, assuming co-generation of
heat to the extent allowed by the various technologies and operations and maintenance (O&M)
costs as quoted by the manufacturer. Based on natural gas costs of $10/106 Btu, the results were
$0.1335/kWh, $0.1354/kWh, $0.1035/kWh, and $0.1033/kWh, respectively. These numbers are
1

based on the outright purchase of the equipment by national laboratories and do not include sales
taxes, government incentives, or return on investment calculations. Although fuel cell installed
costs are considerably higher than those of the microturbine and the reciprocating engine, the
higher efficiency of the fuel cell in turning natural gas into electricity has a leveling effect.
Clearly, if fuel cell power plant installed costs can be brought down to $2,000/kW,
commensurate with those of a reciprocating engine, the fuel cell power plant would become the
preferred choice for distributed generation using natural gas in the 400-kW and larger size class.
Our objective is to address the gap between the current first costs for stationary fuel cell power
plants of about $4,000/kW and the first costs for competing technologies of about $1,500/kW
and to identify technical areas where the most progress can be made in reducing costs.
Basis of Analysis
What follows is a discussion of those particular aspects of the MCFC and PAFC stationary
power plants that could benefit from additional research and development (R&D) and the impact
that success in those areas might have on bringing down the first costs and the operating costs of
those power plants. The installed costs for the PureCell400 and the DFC 1500 used here are
taken from feasibility studies underway at several national laboratories for the installation of
these fuel cells. Therefore, there is a high degree of confidence in the numbers for the total
installed costs of these power plants. Discussions of the costs of the various components and
sections of each power plant are the result of private discussions with the developers and of the
information they supplied as to the relative breakdown of the cost elements. As one might
imagine, many of the costs are considered proprietary information and could not be shared. As a
result, there is less confidence in these lesser cost elements. However, because the purpose of
this study is to point to areas for future research that would have the biggest impact on cost
reduction, it is less important to know if the fuel cell module of the DFC 1500 costs $2,100/kW
or $2,400/kW to fabricate than it is to know that it represents the major opportunity for cost
reduction R&D.
Fuel Cell Literature and Information
As one might imagine, after four decades of research there is a very large volume of literature on
MCFC and PAFC technology. Much of the fundamental work was published in the Journal of
the Electrochemical Society, (whose name was later changed to the Electrochemical Society
Journal). Starting in 1984 and ending in 1999, the Electrochemical Society also held five
international symposiums on MCFC technology, complete with bound proceedings volumes.
These proceedings are a good place to start to track the development of the MCFC technology.
Because a significant amount of engineering and demonstration was funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Fossil Energy and, to a lesser extent, the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) and the Gas Research Institute (GRI), there is also a significant
repository of technical reports available from the National Technical Information Service, EPRI,
and the Gas Technology Institute, although not without some costs. However, there is also a
body of know-how developed by the various fuel cell practitioners over the past four decades,
some of which has been lost and some of which sits in proprietary corporate archives, which
could yet prove to be valuable.
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Introduction
Any discussion of a stationary power plant traditionally is divided into three sections, the fuel
processing section, which turns the fuel, usually natural gas, into a clean hydrogen-rich fuel
suitable for use by the fuel cell; the power production section, which contains the fuel cell stack;
and the power conditioning section, which takes the DC power produced by the fuel cell stack
and turns it into AC power for the electrical grid. These three sections are shown schematically
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Block diagram showing the three major sections of a fuel cell power plant

Each of these three sections has its own scaling factor, and the pace of development of each
section has taken place at a different rate. A decade ago, the general rule was that each section
accounted for about one-third of the total power plant costs. Today, 50% to 70% of the first costs
of the power plant are in the fuel cell section. One of the driving forces for cost reduction of the
fuel processing section has been its commonality. The processing of natural gas or other light
hydrocarbons into clean hydrogen is a large-scale industrial practice in the chemical industry.
Because all fuel cells, both stationary and transportation, operate on clean hydrogen, and because
the preferred feed stock for making hydrogen, at the present time, is natural gas, all fuel cell
development programs have had to wrestle with the problem of producing clean hydrogen from
natural gas. As a result of this commonality, much progress has been made in reducing the costs
of processing natural gas into hydrogen, with the one exception discussed below, and all have
benefited. Likewise, there is a commonality in the development of the power conditioning
section. All stationary fuel cells produce DC power, and progress made in the development of
power conditioning equipment for one fuel cell type benefits the others. There is also a second
driving force for the reduction of power conditioning equipment costs, and that is the burgeoning
solar photovoltaic (PV) industry. Solar PV arrays range from grid-connected residential roof-top
arrays of a few kilowatts to multi-megawatt arrays tied into power utility grids, all of which must
overcome the same technical and cost barriers with respect to conditioning DC power for the AC
grid as do the stationary fuel cell developers. So here too the fuel cell developers have benefited.
It is only in the fuel cell power section, that portion of the power plant which is unique to each
stationary fuel cell technology, where the least progress has been made in cost reduction.
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Fuel Processing and Contaminant Removal—A Common Element
The one area of fuel processing that has been resistant to cost reduction is contaminant removal.
All fuel cell anodes, where oxidation of hydrogen takes place, are highly intolerant of sulfur.
These include polymer exchange membrane (PEM) and PAFC fuel cells that use supported
platinum catalysts and MCFC and solid oxide fuel cells high-temperature fuel cells that use
metallic nickel anodes. This is also true of nickel-based steam-methane reforming catalysts used
to produce hydrogen from natural gas. However, whereas the steam-methane reforming catalysts
used in industry may be removed and regenerated periodically, the fuel cell anodes are locked in
place for the full life of the fuel cell stack. The fuel quality specification for the MCFC, for
example, is for less than 10 parts per billion (ppb) of sulfur in the fuel stream going to the fuel
cell stack. Fuel quality standards being developed for sulfur species contaminating the hydrogen
supplied to fuel cell vehicles are even stricter at 4 ppb. This is three orders of magnitude less
than the level of organic sulfur compounds added as odorants to natural gas by gas utilities.
Therefore, the first step in fuel processing, and one of the most costly, is contaminant removal.
In a recent conversation with an FCE representative,(2) he indicated that the first costs for
contaminant removal (gas cleanup) equipment ranged from $400/kW for the cleanest fuel,
pipeline-quality natural gas, to $3,000/kW for the most contaminated fuels, methane from
municipal waste water treatment plants and landfills. He also indicated that, in addition to the
contaminant level and type, the quality of the natural gas varies significantly from location to
location and from season to season such that there are geographic areas in the United States
where the cost of cleanup equipment rivals the cost of the power plant and makes locating a fuel
cell power plant in these localities impractical.
Natural Gas Variability
The composition of natural gas varies from location to location, sometimes on an hourly basis.
The gas supplied to customers may originate from widely diverse locations throughout North and
Central America depending on local distribution company (LDC) and customer gas supply
contracts. Large metropolitan areas may be served by several gas transmission pipelines and, as a
result, the origin of the gas being supplied to a specific location within a metropolitan area may
vary on an hourly basis as the demand profile shifts.
Gas utilities routinely monitor the heating value of the gas they send out to the customer but not
the composition. Therefore, statistics on gas composition cannot be compiled on a regular basis
across a wide base of LDCs. However, the Institute of Gas Technology (IGT) in 1992 performed
a comprehensive study of natural gas composition in which gas samples were taken in the
field.(3) The IGT study collected a total of 6,800 samples from 26 metropolitan areas over a
12-month period of time. A capsule summary of the results of this study is shown in Table 1. The
middle column of the table lists the extremes of composition by gas species or category.
Minimum and maximum extremes of ethane, for example, represent the lowest and the highest
ethane content sampled. Developing a system that can operate within the compositional extremes
listed in the middle column would mean that the system could be placed on any natural gas
service in North America. The right-most column presents the range of variability when the top
and bottom 10% of the samples have been excluded.
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Table 1: Natural Gas Variability(3)
Composition
Hydrocarbons
Methane, volume %
Ethane, volume %
Propane, volume %
Butanes, volume %
Pentanes, volume %
Hexanes, volume %
C4 and above, volume %

Min to Max Range

80% Range

73 to 99
0.5 to 13
0 to 8
0 to 7
0 to 3
0 to 1

89 to 97
1 to 5
0.2 to 2

0.1 to 2

Inert Gases
Nitrogen, volume %
Carbon Dioxide, volume %
Oxygen, volume %

0
0
0

to 10
to 2
to 1

0 to 3
0 to 2
0 to 0.2

Impurities
Total Sulfur, ppmv
H2S, ppmv
COS, ppmv
Odorants, ppmv

2
0
0
2

to
to
to
to

4
0
0
4

17
1
2
12

to 12
to 1
to 2
to 10

The fuel processing system of the stationary fuel cell power plant must be designed to handle a
wide variety of natural gas compositions. At present, no stationary fuel cell developer is
producing a single product that can be installed universally. For example, the UTC Power
PureCell400 has a maximum specification for nitrogen in the natural gas supply of less than 4%.
Contaminant Removal
The primary contaminants of concern in natural gas are the sulfur-based compounds added as
odorants by the LDCs. There are two approaches for the removal of contaminants from natural
gas being used by the chemical industry and by fuel cell developers. They are adsorption and
hydrodesulfurization (HDS). In the adsorption approach, the incoming fuel is passed through a
series of adsorption beds. Typical adsorption materials include activated carbon, molecular
sieves, molecular sieves containing copper, and lastly, a high surface-area metal powder used as
a polishing bed. The problem of removing odorants from natural gas is exacerbated by the fact
that the LDCs use a blend of several odorants, including both high and low molecular weight
compounds. High molecular weight compounds such as tertiary butyl mercaptan (TBM) are
included in the blend because their odor is easily detected by humans at concentrations of only a
few tens of parts per billion in air. However, TBM is readily adsorbed on surfaces so while it is
an excellent odorant for detecting an interior gas leak, for example, at a pipe union or a valve, it
is readily adsorbed by soil. Therefore, more volatile organic sulfur compounds like dimethyl
sulfide (DMS) are blended in the natural gas as well. DMS does not have the strong smell of a
mercaptan; however, it is not easily adsorbed by soil and therefore is useful for detecting an
external gas leak, for example, in an underground gas supply line leading up to a residential unit.
5

As one would expect, TBM is easily removed by adsorption on activated carbon whereas DMS is
not. Table 2 lists the composition of three typical blends of odorants used by gas utilities.
Table 2: Three Common Odorant Blends
Blend #1
Isopropyl Mercaptan
Tertiary Butyl Mercaptan
Normal Propyl Mercaptan
Secondary Butyl Mercaptan

Weight % in Blend
15 to 20
75 to 80
3 to 6
0 to 3

Blend #2
Methyl Ethyl Sulfide
Tertiary Butyl Mercaptan

Weight % in Blend
20 to 25
75 to 80

Blend #3
Dimethyl Sulfide
Tertiary Butyl Mercaptan

Weight % in Blend
20 to 25
75 to 80

There are several advantages to using adsorption beds to remove contaminants from natural gas.
Adsorption is used in large-scale industrial processes to clean natural gas; therefore, the various
adsorbents are available at commodity prices. The adsorbent beds can be changed out and
regenerated at regular intervals without the necessity of shutting down the power plant. One
disadvantage, however, is that the cleanup system must be customized for the particular local set
of contaminants and must anticipate all foreseeable circumstances. For example, in the northern
states, gas utilities change the blends of the odorants with the seasons, adding more volatile
components to the blend during the winter months.
HDS is a more universal method for removing sulfur contaminants. This approach to sulfur
removal is based upon the high temperature reaction of hydrogen with organic sulfur over a
metal catalyst to produce hydrogen sulfide that is then removed by reaction with zinc oxide. For
example,
COS + H2 → CO + H2S
(CH3)2S + 2H2 → 2CH4 + H2S
RCH2SH + H2 → RCH3 + H2S
C4H4S + 4H2 → C4H10 + H2S
Followed by:
H2S + ZnO → ZnS + H2O
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In the chemical industry, HDS is conducted at temperatures between 500° and 750°F (260° and
400°C) at pressures between 100 and 500 psi (0.69 and 3.44 MPa) over a cobalt-molybdenum
catalyst. However, UTC Power’s PureCell400 uses HDS under milder conditions at only slightly
elevated pressures. The process requires a source of dry hydrogen, which can be recovered from
the fuel cell exhaust gases or produced by partial oxidation of untreated natural gas. Only small
amounts of hydrogen are consumed when removing parts-per-million levels of odorant from
natural gas. So, hydrogen supply is not a problem. The effectiveness of the zinc oxide absorbent
is reduced when steam is present so HDS is performed upstream of the steam injection required
for fuel reforming. It is not economical to recycle the zinc oxide. Therefore, zinc oxide is a
consumable. The advantage of HDS is that it is a universal process and can handle a variety of
sulfur-based contaminants in a single processing unit. The disadvantage is that it is sensitive to
oxygen and to unsaturated hydrocarbons, either of which can overwhelm the HDS reactor.
Contaminants in Renewable Fuels
Bio methane produced in landfills and anaerobic digesters is a promising renewable fuel.
Although landfills are considered one-way disposal for most wastes, organic materials such as
food wastes and forest products are decomposed in the land fill by methanogenic
microorganisms to produce methane and carbon dioxide that can be recovered from the landfill.
Since the origin of the methane is plant and animal material, it is considered a renewable fuel.
Anaerobic digester gas (ADG) and landfill gas (LFG) present significantly more difficult
contaminant removal problems than those associated with natural gas. Contaminants found in
ADG and LFG include hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen, ammonia, oxygen, halogenated hydrocarbons,
and organic silicon compounds. Carbon dioxide content may range as high as 40% of the
recovered gas, and sulfur contaminants, rather than being present in only parts-per-million
quantities, may range as high as several percent. Most gas-fueled industrial equipment, including
fuel cells, reciprocating engines, and gas turbines, are designed to use pipeline quality natural
gas. Therefore, for any distributed generation power plant and especially for a fuel cell power
plant to operate on ADG or LFG, it is necessary to construct an additional fuel processing system
ahead of the power plant to upgrade the fuel and remove the contaminants. Costs for this
additional fuel processing equipment can add several thousands of dollars per kilowatt in first
costs as well as substantially increasing operating costs. For example, a contaminant removal
system loaded with sufficient adsorbents to remove 10 ppm of natural gas odorants over a sixmonth period would saturate with sulfur in only 15 hours operating on ADG gas containing 0.3%
hydrogen sulfide.
Gap—High Contaminant Removal Costs
Three approaches have been discussed in the past to address the issue of high contaminant
removal costs. The first approach addressed the sensitivity of the fuel cell itself. Some research
was performed in the 1980s and 1990s addressing the development of contaminant resistant fuel
cells and sulfur tolerant anodes. To date, however, this approach has yielded only incremental
improvements but no solutions.
The second approach was to encourage gas utilities to adopt odorants that were easily removed
by an inexpensive adsorption system. Tetrahydrothiophene (ThT), for example, is one such
7

odorant that has become popular in Europe. Most activated carbon adsorbents have a high
capacity for removing ThT. Unfortunately, adoption of a single odorant across all of North
America is viewed as being unlikely for both codes and standards and liability reasons.
The third approach, which has received little attention, is to develop a method, perhaps a
membrane-based system, which can separate methane from the contaminants, rather than the
contaminants from the methane. In other words, develop a gas purification membrane for
methane that is the analogue of the palladium membrane used to purify hydrogen. While this
may be impractical for removing part-per-million levels of contaminants from pipeline quality
natural gas, it could prove cost effective for ADG and LFG cleanup.
A fully sulfur-resistant fuel cell stack could reduce the cost of a fuel cell power plant operating
on pipeline quality natural gas by $400/kW. Operation on ADG and LFG would still require
removal of halogenated hydrocarbons and organic silicon compounds and the reduction of sulfur
to part-per-million levels.
Adoption of ThT as a universal odorant would allow removal of the most expensive adsorbent
beds from the current system and may reduce cleanup costs for pipeline quality natural gas by as
much as $200/kW.
Development of an organic membrane for methane cleanup will be a significant R&D challenge
and may not affect much of a cost reduction for removing odorants from natural gas; however, it
could bring about a significant decrease in cleanup costs for ADG and LFG renewable-fuel
sources. Whether such a membrane can be developed at an affordable price is an open question.
FuelCell Energy suggested(2) that what is needed by the industry is a universal contaminant
removal system, a “plug-and-play” unit, that can be mated to any fuel cell power plant or steammethane reformer. Such a universal cleanup system would benefit all stationary fuel cell
developers, regardless of cell type, as well as fabricators of hydrogen filling stations for
transportation applications that use on-site steam-methane reforming as a source of hydrogen.
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Gap Analysis—Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Systems
Over the past three decades several corporations have tried their hand at developing MCFC
power plants, including GE,(4) United Technologies Corporation,(5) and Energy Research
Corporation(6) (now FCE). Significant funding for MCFC development has been provided by the
DOE Office of Fossil Energy and, to a lesser extent, by EPRI and GRI. As of today, there
remains only one developer in the United States of stationary MCFC power plants; FCE of
Danbury, Connecticut. The current FCE product lineup includes models designated DFC 300,
DFC 1500, and DFC 3000. As of June 2010, these are 300-kW, 1.4-MW, and 2.8-MW power
plants, respectively.
Cost Breakdown
The current installed costs for a DFC 1500 unit averages about $4,200/kW, broken down as
approximately $2,400/kW for the fuel cell module, $1,100 for the balance-of-plant (BOP), and
$700/kW for conditioning, installation, and commissioning. It is misleading to compare this
breakdown to similar breakdowns for other technologies because, unlike PEM and PAFC units,
the DFC line of products incorporates the steam-methane reformer into the fuel cell stack module
rather than the BOP making the stack module appear overly expensive.(6,7) BOP costs include the
gas cleanup system, a small pre-reformer, the process control system, all heat exchangers and
water management systems, and the power conditioning section. As noted above in the section
on fuel processing, the gas cleanup system cost can vary substantially depending on fuel quality.
The costs used here are for a DFC 1500 operating on pipeline-quality natural gas. The DFC line
of products comes with several power output options. The costs here are for power output at 480
voltage in AC and 60 Hz. The BOP costs also include the CHP (combined heat and power)
option for hot water at 140°F (60°C).
FCE indicates(2) that every DFC 1500 mated to an anaerobic digester at a wastewater treatment
plant or food processing plant requires a custom-designed fuel cleanup system that can cost up to
an additional $3,000/kW to upgrade and clean up the fuel. The average cost for a DFC 1500
operating at a wastewater treatment plant or landfill is about $7,200/kW. FCE has provided highlevel information on its vision for bringing the costs down. This information is summarized in
Figure 2. FCE does not see one issue that, being successfully addressed, will result in major cost
reductions. Rather, it views the process as requiring a mixture of technical innovation across a
broad range of topics and volume production.
Fuel Cell Stack Module
At $2,400/kW approximate costs, the stack module should offer the best opportunity for cost
reduction. All DFC products use the same basic MCFC cell stack, with one stack in the DFC
300, four in the DFC 1500, and eight in the DFC 3000. FCE has provided information on the
cost breakdown for manufacturing the DFC stack module. The costs break down as 59% for
materials, 35% for overhead, and 6% direct labor. FCE has instituted a fair amount of automation
to the process for module fabrication so the low labor costs do not come as a surprise.
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Figure 2: FuelCell Energy vision for future cost reductions of DFC 1500

Cost Reduction of Stack Module Overhead Costs Through Volume Production
The overhead costs, which are $840/kW and are primarily the costs for the manufacturing
facility, are directly affected by the volume of production. The current FCE facility in Torrington
is operating at a rate of production of about 30 MW/year. With the addition of additional power
plant conditioning capability, production could be scaled up to 70 MW/year at the same facility
by going to multiple shifts. To a first approximation, this should cut in half the overhead costs
per module. This would result in about a $440/kW reduction in costs due to increased
manufacturing volume. Presumably, doubling production volume would double materials costs
and labor costs and would not result in any dollar-per-kilowatt savings for these cost elements.
Scaling up to production volumes of 100 MW or more per year would require expanding the
current production facility. This would provide the opportunity for designing a more efficient
production line, instituting more automation, and streamlining logistics and could result in an
additional $200/kW cost reduction.
Materials Cost Reduction via Increased Power Density
Materials costs of $1,400/kW represent an excellent focus for cost reduction efforts. One of the
most significant causes of high dollar-per-kilowatt materials costs in the MCFC is the low power
density of its cells. The cells of the MCFC typically operate at about 120 milliwatts-per-square
centimeter (mW/cm2) of active cell area.(8) This is in marked contrast to the 600 mW/cm2 of a
state-of-the-art PEM fuel cell. FCE has increased the power output of the DFC units by about
20% in the last three years, primarily by increasing the power density of the cells in its stack
module. Literature and past experience at other MCFC development companies suggest that an
additional 30% improvement, to 150 mW/cm2, may be possible.(9) Accomplishing this would
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bring the power output of the DFC 300 to 400 kW and the output of the DFC 1500 to 1.8 MW
with no substantial increase in materials costs. This would result in a $ 330/kW cost reduction
for the DFC 1500 power plant.
Gap—Need for Higher Power Density
There are three traditional approaches to increasing the power density of a stack that do not
require substantial changes to stack design: 1) an increase in operating temperature, 2) an
increase in ionic conductivity of the electrolyte, and 3) a decrease in polarization losses of the
electrodes. Additional improvement in power density also can be achieved by reducing
interfacial contact resistance at the electrode/bipolar plate interface.
Increasing the operating temperature of the stack has its limits in the current DFC power plants.
The DFC units perform the steam-methane reaction in a series of parallel plates integrated into
the stack at selected locations between cells.(7) This allows heat generated by the
electrochemistry to supply the heat required for the reforming reaction. Increasing the operating
temperature of the stack may adversely impact the operation of the reforming plates, requiring a
complete redesign. Increased temperatures also increase corrosion and electrolyte loss by
evaporation.
Increasing the conductivity of the electrolyte can be accomplished by cation substitution. The
classical electrolyte for the MCFC has been a mixture of lithium carbonate with potassium
carbonate. Substitution of sodium carbonate for the potassium carbonate can have several
beneficial effects, including an increase in electrolyte conductivity, a decrease in cathode
solubility, and a decrease in evaporative losses. Sodium carbonate is also less expensive than
potassium carbonate. However, this is not a straightforward substitution. The physicochemical
properties of lithium/sodium carbonate electrolytes differ from those of lithium/potassium
carbonate to the extent that a variety of electrode and hardware properties may have to be reoptimized in order to use this alternative electrolyte.
The electrode materials used in the MCFC, nickel with small amounts of aluminum alloy in the
anode and nickel oxide in the cathode, are well established. It is unlikely that the amount of
material required for each electrode can be reduced for the purposes of reducing costs. However,
there are opportunities for altering the morphology of the electrodes to increase active surface
area and improve electrochemical kinetics.
A common practice in PEMFC and solid oxide fuel cell development is to fabricate components
in ever-decreasing thicknesses to both improve performance and reduce costs. Because the
MCFC uses a liquid electrolyte supported by an inert matrix and porous electrodes partially filled
with electrolyte, there is little opportunity to improve performance of the MCFC by decreasing
the thicknesses of the cell components. Elimination or reduction in thickness of inter-cell
components such as current collectors and bipolar separator plates may provide some additional
cost savings, but in general, decreasing the inventory of materials in the MCFC stack is not
viewed as a viable approach for cost reduction.
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Balance-of-Plant
The fuel cell stacks in the fuel cell module have almost no scaling factor. Doubling the size of
the power plant approximately doubles the cost of the fuel cell module. However, the BOP is
fabricated from standard chemical process hardware, and the same approximate scaling factors
apply to the fuel cell BOP as apply to chemical process plants. As a result, there is an overall
reduction in the cost per kilowatt as the size of the power plants increases. For example, the
current cost for the DFC 300 power plant, including installation, is about $1.7 million
($5,500/kW); the current cost for the DFC 1500 power plant is about $5.9 million ($4,200/kW);
while the current cost for a DFC-3000 power plant is about $10 million ($3,500/kW).(2)
Balance-of-Plant Cost Reduction With Volume Production
Fuel cell BOPs are essentially miniature chemical factories that use typical chemical process
equipment. The fabrication and assembly of much of the BOP for the DFC line of products is
outsourced by FCE. As production increases, there are opportunities to decrease the costs of the
BOP through a variety of mechanisms, including the institution of assembly line practices for
assembling the BOP and cooperative purchase agreements with second and third tier suppliers.
Doubling the rate of purchase of BOP equipment, from 30 MW/year to 70 MW/year could be
expected to reduce BOP costs by 20%. Increasing BOP orders by a factor of 20, from
30 MW/year to 600 MW/year, could decrease costs by as much as 40%. So it is reasonable to
assume that BOP costs could be reduced by as much as $400/kW or more through volume
manufacture.
Conditioning, Installation, and Commissioning
After fabrication and assembly of the fuel cell module, the module must be conditioned. This
process entails heating the fuel cell stack to operating temperature under controlled conditions to
melt the electrolyte and impregnate the electrolyte matrix and electrodes with the proper amount
of electrolyte. It also allows a variety of chemical reactions between the electrolyte and the
hardware to reach a state of equilibrium. This process takes about two weeks after which the
module is shipped to the customer and installed. The BOP, shipped in separate units, is installed
at the customer’s site, and all electrical, piping, and utility connections are made. In other words,
the power plant is assembled at the customer’s site rather than in a factory environment. A rough
estimate for the cost of conditioning, installation, and commissioning is $700/kW.
Gap—Extensive Conditioning of Fuel Cell Stacks Prior to Installation
A rough engineering estimate suggests that about $200/kW could be trimmed from conditioning,
installation, and commissioning costs at higher production volumes without significantly altering
the methods used on the production line. Costs could be reduced still more if the conditioning
time could be shortened, or eliminated by changes in the fabrication and assembly process, for
example conditioning the cells on the assembly line or reformulating the fabrication process such
that conditioning is not required. Another approach, if technically and environmentally feasible,
would be to integrate the conditioning process into the commissioning process at the customer’s
site. This would effectively eliminate the need for a dedicated conditioning facility at the
manufacturing plant.
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Summary of Cost Reduction Opportunities: Table 3 lists the opportunities for incremental cost
reduction for the DFC 1500 power plant operating on pipeline-quality natural gas. The
assumption is that FCE will achieve 70 MW/year of production by 2020 and 500 MW/year by
2030. Assuming a 2010 cost of $4,200/kW, these results are in approximate agreement with the
FCE vision shown in Figure 2.
Table 3: Opportunities for MCFC Cost Reduction
$/kW

$/kW

Opportunity Area

2020

2030

Natural Gas Cleanup BOP

200

300

Volume Production of Module

440

600

Power Density Increase

330

330

BOP Volume Production

200

400

Conditioning and Installation

200

500

1,370

2,130

Total Potential Cost Reductions

Operations and Maintenance
The O&M contract for the DFC line of fuel cell products includes fuel cell stack replacement at
the end of five years. The price of an O&M contract for a DFC 1500 is about $445,000/year and
escalates with the cost-of-living index. The O&M contract adds about $0.004/kW-h to the cost of
generating electricity. This reduces the ability of the DFC 1500 to compete with other distributed
generation products in the absence of government incentives. The endurance of the DFC 1500
stack module must be extended to 10 years to reduce O&M costs to a more manageable level.
Achieving a 10-year stack life will reduce the cost of generating electricity by about
$0.002/k-Wh.
Gap—Need for Increased Stack and Cell Endurance
At present there are three mechanisms that contribute to fuel cell stack degradation: 1) electrolyte
loss, 2) degradation of the inert electrolyte support, and 3) cathode dissolution. All three of these
must be reduced to achieve a 10-year life.
Electrolyte Loss
There are three mechanisms by which the electrolyte inventory of an MCFC stack is reduced
during operations: 1) evaporation, 2) creep, and 3) reaction with hardware.
Electrolyte loss by evaporation is the result of a chemical reaction between the electrolyte and
water vapor in the fuel and oxidant.(10) Alkali metal carbonates react with water vapor to produce
alkali metal hydroxides, which have a vapor pressure about an order of magnitude higher than
the corresponding carbonate. For example, the reaction for potassium carbonate is as follows:
K2CO3 + H2O ⇄ 2KOH + CO2
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This is an equilibrium reaction, and potassium loss is greatly reduced, but not eliminated, by the
presence of carbon dioxide in the fuel. Of the three alkali metal hydroxides, lithium, sodium, and
potassium, potassium hydroxide is the most volatile. Therefore, the opportunity exists for
reformulating the electrolyte to reduce evaporative losses. Argonne National Laboratory
investigated the use of alkaline earth additives to a lithium/sodium carbonate electrolyte to
stabilize electrolyte performance over long periods.(9)
Electrolyte loss via creep is the result of the electrolyte wetting the protective oxide layer that
forms on stainless steel hardware used to fabricate the bipolar separator plates and the intake and
exhaust manifolds. This is a problem on the oxidant side of the bipolar plate. The fuel side of the
bipolar plate is nickel clad and does not oxidize but remains metallic in the presence of fuel.
Nickel metal is not wet by the electrolyte, and therefore electrolyte creep is not a problem in the
fuel environment. Kunz addressed the migration of electrolyte along external pathways,
primarily along manifold gaskets, in 1987.(11) Having recognized the problem, significant
progress has been made reducing electrolyte loss via creep, but the problem has not completely
disappeared.
Electrolyte loss via reaction with the metal hardware can be mitigated somewhat by adding
additional electrolyte to the stack to compensate. Here the culprit is lithium. Lithium ions in the
electrolyte react with the nickel oxide cathode to produce a form of lithiated nickel oxide in
which a few atom-percent of lithium is integrated into the nickel oxide crystal structure. This is a
beneficial reaction that significantly improves the electrical conductivity of the cathode. It does,
however, consume lithium. Lithium also reacts with the metal oxide protective layer that forms
on the surface of the stainless steel hardware. To some extent this is also beneficial in that
lithium ferrite is formed and is a good electrical conductor, thus serving to improve interfacial
conductivity between the stainless steel bipolar plate and cathode. It is virtually insoluble in the
electrolyte and helps to reduce the rate of corrosion of the bipolar plate. However, this oxide
layer does wet with electrolyte, facilitating electrolyte creep, and it also slowly grows with time,
consuming additional electrolyte.
All these consumptive processes must be taken into account and the initial composition of the
electrolyte adjusted to compensate for both evaporative losses of potassium ions and reactive
losses of lithium ions. The usual practice is to load a slight excess of electrolyte into the stack
initially, over and above optimum filling levels, so that, despite the gradual loss of electrolyte
over time, the stack will have sufficient electrolyte throughout its service life.
Degradation of the Electrolyte Support
Over the past four decades of work on molten carbonate systems, lithium aluminate (LiAlO2) has
emerged as the preferred material for use as an electrolyte support in the MCFC.(12, 13) The
electrolyte support structure consists of a finely divided powder held in place by mechanical
compression. The particle size of the lithium aluminate is selected such that the structure is about
50% porous with an average pore size that is very much smaller than the pore size of the
electrodes. In fabricating the support, the lithium aluminate is mixed with binder and cast into a
tape. During the stacking process, a lithium aluminate tape is placed between the two electrodes,
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anode on the bottom and cathode on the top. A layer of electrolyte powder is then spread on top
of the cathode in the gas flow channels that carry oxidant when the power plant is operating.
During the initial heatup of the stack in the conditioning process, the organic binder holding the
lithium aluminate powder together is evaporated, leaving behind the porous powder trapped
between the electrodes. As the temperature increases, the electrolyte powder in the flow channels
melts and wicks, by capillary action, through the cathode and into the lithium aluminate powder
and the anode. Ideally, when the conditioning process is completed, the pores in the lithium
aluminate will be 100% filled with electrolyte and the electrode pores 30 to 50% flooded with
electrolyte. Optimum performance of the electrodes occurs when the smallest pores are filled
with electrolyte while the largest pores remain unfilled and serve as passages for the gaseous
reactants and products to move in and out of the electrode structure. Since electrolyte inventory
is slowly lost with time, the usual practice is to initially fill the cells with extra electrolyte. As a
consequence, the performance of the stack may actually improve slightly with time as the
electrolyte inventory slowly drops and the electrode filling approaches optimum.
Because the electrolyte support is essentially a powder held together by mechanical compression
of the stack, it has considerable compressive strength but no tensile or shear strength. As a result,
the electrolyte support may be damaged by rapid thermal cycle during which the temperature
rapidly drops below the freezing point of the electrolyte in the matrix. Micro-cracks may form in
the electrolyte support as the result of differential thermal contraction and expansion during the
rapid thermal cycle. These micro-cracks may remain after the stack is reheated and provide
pathways for fuel or oxidant to cross from one side of the cell to the other. This lowers the net
electrical efficiency of the cell and contributes an additional source of heating.
There is an additional process going on in the electrolyte. Lithium aluminate has a very slight
solubility in the molten electrolyte. As a result, the larger particles of lithium aluminate will
grow still larger at the expense of the smallest particles due to a process known as Ostwald
ripening. Also, the finely divided lithium aluminate particles used to form the support are milled
to optimum size from large particles, and thus have an irregular shape. Over time, Ostwald
ripening tends to round off the sharp corners and form a smoother particle. The end result is that
the average pore size of the electrolyte support structure increases with time.(13) The combination
of the decreasing inventory of electrolyte and the increasing average pore size of the support
results in the electrolyte support structure slowly losing electrolyte such that it no longer remains
100% filled. Percolation theory suggests that once electrolyte pore-filling falls below 95%,
communicating pathways of unfilled pores will develop, allowing fuel and oxidant to cross
through the electrolyte support structure. As stated above, this lowers the net electrical efficiency
of the power plant and increases internal heating of the cells. Increased heating leads to
accelerated electrolyte loss.
Cathode Dissolution
The lithiated nickel oxide cathode of the MCFC has a very slight solubility in the molten
electrolyte in the cathode environment.(14, 15) Within a few hours of reaching operating
temperature, the electrolyte filling the small cathode pores becomes saturated with nickel ions,
although “saturated” may be a misnomer in this case because the concentration of nickel ions in
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the electrolyte is only a few parts per million. Nevertheless, over long periods of time these
nickel ions can migrate into the electrolyte support structure, where they can deposit as nickel
metal inclusions. There is an excellent study of this process in the Proceedings of the Second
Symposium on Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Technology.(16) In work as early as 1984(5), UTC
claimed that the nickel deposited in such a way as to create an electrical short between anode and
cathode. Other developers reported that nickel deposition in the electrolyte support structure was
a common occurrence, but did not report shorting. The usual equation written for the dissolution
reaction is as follows.
NiO + CO2 ⇄ Ni2+ + CO32⁻

Much work has been done in the United States and internationally addressing this issue. The link
between carbon dioxide partial pressure and nickel migration was established. Thus, those
developers developing MCFC prototypes designed to operate at elevated pressure were expected
to have a greater problem than those working at atmospheric pressure. A link also was found
between the acid/base character of the electrolyte and the solubility of nickel, which suggested
that a lithium/sodium carbonate electrolyte would exhibit lower nickel solubility than a
lithium/potassium carbonate electrolyte.(16) Programs also were launched in Europe, Asia, and
the United States addressing development of alternative cathode materials that had very low to
no solubility in the electrolyte. Argonne National Laboratory led the U.S. effort. None of the
alternatives studied proved to be superior to lithiated nickel oxide with respect to electrochemical
performance, ease of fabrication, and cost. In the meantime, empirical formulas were developed
to predict the length of time required to develop an electrical short through nickel deposits in the
electrolyte support structure, based on the carbon dioxide partial pressure in the cathode
environment and the average current density of the cell. Unfortunately, each developer seemed to
have his own formula. The consensus, after many years of work and discussion, was that an
MCFC stack operating at atmospheric pressure with less than 30% carbon dioxide in the oxidant
should survive for 40,000 hours without shorting. The longevity of the DFC product line has at
least proven this assertion. However, if the life of the DFC products is to be extended to 80,000
hours (10 years), this issue will undoubtedly need to be revisited.
Cost Analysis
Using the H2A Fuel Cell Power model, a projection for the cost of electricity was plotted as a
function of first costs for the DFC 1500. Two assumptions were made: 1) O&M costs were
reduced by 40% from $445,000/year to $267,000/year by extending stack life to 10 years, and 2)
the cost of fuel is $10/106 Btu. This higher natural gas cost was used because this is projected to
be the cost of renewable gas certificates in the future. Unlike the cost estimate provided by
Engineering, Procurement & Construction, LLC (EPC) for the direct purchase of a DFC 1500 by
NREL, as discussed in the introduction, these costs do include all applicable taxes and return on
investment. The plot is shown in Figure 3.
Using today’s costs of about $4,000/kW, $10/106 Btu gas, and the higher $445,000 O&M costs
necessitated by today’s 5-year stack replacement, the Power Model predicts $0.166/kW-h (not
shown on plot.) Under the 2020 scenario shown in Table 3 ($2,730/kW), with a 10-year stack
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replacement the cost would be $0.130/kW-h; and under the 2030 scenario, which approximately
matches the FCE Vision shown in Figure2, it would be $0.116/kW-h. This represents a 5 centper-kilowatt hour reduction in the cost of electricity, which, in 2030, would make it highly
competitive against more mature gas turbine and reciprocating engine technologies. The added
emissions benefits of the fuel cell power plants would make this the preferred technology for
distributed generation.
In a presentation made at the MCFC/PAFC Workshop, Mohammad Farooque of FCE projected
that it would be possible to achieve a cost of electricity below 11 cents/kW-h by 2015 if power
output could be increased by 40%, manufacturing costs reduced by 10%, and the service life of
the stack extended to 10 years. Farooque’s analysis used a natural gas cost of $7.5/106 Btu rather
than the $10/106 Btu assumed here. While it assumes a more aggressive development schedule
than the one assumed in this study, the results are surprisingly compatible.

Cost Components of Electricity Versus FC Capital Cost
6

installed cost; 67% overall efficiency; no incentives; 10% IRR; $10/10 BTU; 2.6¢/kWh O&M; heat valued at $10/MMBTU
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Figure 3: Plot of electricity costs (cents/kW-h) as a function of fuel cell power plant costs

Summary of Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell Results
Two scenarios were developed in this analysis, a modest proposal based on 70 MW/year of
production at the current FCE facility, a 10-year stack life, and a more optimistic proposal based
on a 500 MW/year production rate at a new modern facility. Results show that significant cost
reductions of about $1,200/kW can be achieved through technical advancements. The three most
important R&D areas to be addressed are 1) extending stack life to 10 years, 2) increasing power
density by 20%, and 3) significantly reducing the cost for contaminant removal from fuel
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streams, especially renewable fuel streams. These results also validate to some extent the claim
that volume production will bring down costs by showing up to $1,100/kW in reduced costs for
the most optimistic scenario of 500 MW/year of production. These results also suggest that
neither volume production or R&D advancements will likely have an impact on reducing
materials costs for the fuel cell stack, although redesign of the fabrication facility for volume
production can lower overhead and labor costs. However, even under the most optimistic
scenario reviewed here, it is not likely that first costs for a DFC 1500 power plant can be brought
below $2,000/kW in the foreseeable future. On the other hand, if the same scaling factor holds
for larger scale power plants as holds today for the DFC 3000, the installed costs of a DFC 3000
could be below $ 1,700/kW by 2030.
Although the door is open for achieving still greater cost reductions through volume production
as production volumes move beyond 1 gigawatt per year, insufficient information is available to
make a realistic projection of what mature technology costs would be at the multi-gigawatt
production levels.
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Gap Analysis—Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell System
A majority of the successful R&D on PAFC components was initiated in the 1970s and
continued into the early 1990s. This was the groundbreaking period for the development of highsurface-area platinum catalyst, platinum alloy catalyst (17, 18, 19), catalyst support materials,
phosphoric acid electrolyte management, and corrosion resistant materials. The R&D during this
20-year period is the foundation for the commercial development of PAFC systems. A majority
of the R&D was conducted by UTC through the fuel cell group International Fuel Cells (IFC).
The results of this effort were four demonstration phases: 1) the first phase demonstrated the
12.5-kW PAFC system was under the T.A.R.G.E.T. program(20) with an international
demonstration of 65 natural-gas–fueled power systems (21); 2) the second phase demonstrated 48
PAFC cogeneration plants rated at 40 kW and sponsored by the Energy Research and
Development Administration, EPRI, and GRI; 3) the third phase demonstrated 1-MW to 11-MW
PAFC power stations with the 11-MW PAFC accumulating 23,000 hours of operation (22); and 4)
the fourth phase initiated in 1992 with over 250 PAFC commercial systems rated at 200 kW
delivered by IFC. Although IFC (renamed UTC Power) terminated production of the 200-kW
PAFC system, several of these systems still remain in operation.
To fully appreciate the significance of the gaps in the PAFC system technology, each of the
following sections discussing the present status of a PAFC component or material also will be
the launching point for a discussion of the R&D that will be necessary to resolve the gaps in
PAFC technology. The information contained in the following discussions is abstracted from
several overviews of phosphoric acid fuel cells, with heavy dependence on the following: 1)
“Oxygen Electrocatalysis in Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells” (23), 2) “Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells for
Utilities” (24), 3) Carbon—Electrochemical and Physicochemical Properties (25), and 4) the patent
literature. Additional resources inputs are referenced where appropriate.
Carbon/Graphite Catalyst Support Materials
The development of highly dispersed platinum on carbon black and the resulting development of
gas diffusion electrodes was a major breakthrough in the development of phosphoric acid fuel
cells and facilitated improved performance at low platinum loading. Corrosion of carbon blacks
used as a support for the platinum catalyst became a major problem leading to degradation in the
performance of the PAFCs through the loss of platinum. Oxidation undercuts the carbon support
and separates the platinum crystallites from the support removing the platinum crystallite from
the electrochemical process. The carbon corrosion rate increase with increasing temperature and
pressure.(25) While Kinoshita’s classic book(25) is an overview of the R&D and contains the early
references to this work, the book was written in 1987 and does not include the new technologies
developed since that time, such as carbon nanotubes. Reduction in the rate of corrosion of the
carbon supports was accomplished by the graphitization of the carbon black Vulcan XC72 at
2,700°C. The electrochemical corrosion rates were lower for graphitized Vulcan XC72 than for
the carbon blacks, as shown in Figure 4. The corrosion products formed by electrochemical
oxidation of the carbon support are carbon dioxide and surface oxides. Corrosion of carbon at
edge sites was proposed as the mechanism of corrosion and graphitization of the carbon reduces
the number of edge sites and increases the degree of organization of the carbon particles.
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Decreases in the 002-d spacing of the carbon crystal lattice due to graphitization produces a
concomitant decrease in the corrosion current.(26)

Figure 4: Reduced electrochemical corrosion of graphitized Vulcan XC-72
(adapted from Reference 25)

The presence of platinum does not accelerate (or decelerate) the corrosion of carbon in hot
phosphoric acid. On the other hand, the dependence of the carbon corrosion rate on the water
content of phosphoric acid is well known. The carbon corrosion rate is 2.5 times higher for 85%
phosphoric acid compared to the corrosion rate of carbon in 93% phosphoric acid.(27) The
concentration of phosphoric acid is dependent on the operating temperature of the PAFC system,
and the water content of the phosphoric acid decreases with increasing temperature.
Carbon/Graphite Catalyst Support Gaps
Graphitization of the carbon catalyst support Vulcan XC72 at 2,700°C (Vulcan XC72-2700)
reduced the corrosion of the catalyst substrate. The reduction in carbon corrosion through
graphitization is an important improvement that contributed to the 40,000-h operating life of the
PAFC system. However, graphitization reduces the number of sites available for platinum
deposition as shown by the reduction in the surface area of the Vulcan XC72 from 250 m2/g to
65-70 m2/g. The reduction in the number of sites for platinum deposition impacts the distribution
of platinum catalyst on the Vulcan XC72-2700 and reduces the mass activity of the catalyst. The
lower mass activity of the catalyst requires an increase in platinum loading of the electrode to
achieve high performance. The higher platinum content increases the cost of the phosphoric acid
fuel cell.
New catalyst supports are needed that maintain the carbon corrosion stability of Vulcan XC722700 but have increased sites for the deposition of platinum or platinum alloy catalyst. New
carbon-based support materials, unavailable in the late 1970s and early 1980s when the Vulcan
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XC72-2700 was developed, should be evaluated. The obvious choices are carbon nanotubes and
graphene. Non-carbon materials should be considered for support materials as well.
Platinum-Based Catalyst
PAFC catalysts are platinum crystallites supported on carbon (graphite) support materials where
the platinum crystallite size ranges from 1 to 10 nm in diameter. At PAFC operating
temperatures of 150°C to 180°C, the platinum crystallites are unstable and the diameter of the
crystallites increases. The crystallite growth is evidenced by a decrease in the electrochemical
surface area of the crystallites. In addition, the area-specific activity of the supported platinum
decreases with decreasing crystallite size; i.e., with increasing surface area, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Decrease in catalytic activity with increasing surface area
(Adapted from Reference 23)

Bett(23) reports for low platinum catalyst loadings that advantages in “...preparing catalyst with a
high degree of dispersion are negated by decrease in the area-specific activity.” From these data,
it was concluded that attempts to increase the dispersion of platinum catalyst on carbon supports
would not yield increased catalytic activity.
Certain platinum alloys were shown to have greater activities for oxygen reduction than
platinum. The alloy formation was evidenced by a contraction of the lattice parameters for
platinum as shown by x-ray diffraction. These data are shown in Figure 6. For a given alloying
component with the platinum metal, a maximum in the area-specific activity was determined as a
function of alloying metal content, as shown in Figure 7.
Bregoli(28) determined that the electrochemical activity for oxygen reduction doubled with a
decrease in the surface area of the catalyst from 80 m2/g to 10 m2/g. The activity varies with the
crystalline face, and the data suggest that a specific crystalline face becomes predominate for
larger platinum crystallites.
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Figure 6: Dependence of specific activity at 900 mV on nearest Pt-Pt distance
(adapted from Reference 23)

Figure 7: Specific activity of alloy composition as expressed by lattice parameter
(adapted from Reference 25)

In Figures 6 and 7, the dependence on alloy composition and alloying agent content are
demonstrated. This work led to the development of the highly stable platinum-cobalt-chromium
alloy currently used in commercial PAFC systems.
Finally, as Bett(23) reported, platinum catalyst alloys with an ordered super lattice are more stable
at cell operating conditions than are random solid solutions, as shown in Table 4, following the
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work of Landsman and Luczak.(29) The catalyst with the ordered structure maintained 58% of its
catalytic activity after 9,000 hours of testing at 200°C.
Table 4: Stability of Alloy Cathode Catalyst Before and After 9,000 h Test at 200°C

Initial

Alloy
Composition
Atom % Pt

Lattice
Parameter
A°

Physical
Structure

Catalytic
Activity
mA/mg Pt

50
50
100

3.807
3.807
3.923

Ordered
Random
-

39
39
13

60
85

3.831
3.895

Ordered
Random

23
19

Final

Platinum Cathode Catalyst Gaps
Four technical issues for the PAFC cathode catalyst remain unresolved and impose a limitation
on the performance and cost of the PAFC system. These four technical gaps are:
1. Degradation of the cathode catalyst
2. Dissolution of the cathode catalyst caused by impurities such as chloride ions
3. Phosphate anion adsorption
4. High activity catalyst
Gap—PAFC Cathode Catalyst Performance Degradation
Cathode catalyst degradation is an important contributor to the overall degradation in
performance of PAFC fuel cells. There are two accepted mechanisms for platinum catalyst
degradation: 1) Surface migration of adsorbed platinum atoms (or small platinum particles)
across the surface of the carbon support with clustering of the platinum at edge sites of the
support, and 2) dissolution the platinum crystallites into the electrolyte and precipitation onto
existing crystallites on the surface of the carbon support. Both mechanisms produce larger
crystallites of platinum over time, and less platinum surface is available for oxygen reduction as
the crystallites grow. Both modes of platinum loss degrade the performance of the PAFC with
time, and the rate of platinum crystallite growth is greater with increased temperature.
Because of the crystallite size effect discussed in the previous section, the negative effects of
crystallite growth may initially be negated by increased activity. However, as the crystallites
become very large, the availability of platinum (i.e., the platinum utilization) decreases. Efforts
to mitigate the platinum sintering by preventing migration of the platinum ad-atoms on the
surface are needed. A suggested approach is to develop platinum alloys where the alloying
component binds with the graphite support to “trap” and permanently bind the catalyst in
position on the support material.
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Gap—Dissolution of Cathode Catalyst by Impurities
A change in the oxygen reduction reaction on platinum occurs when chloride impurities are
present in the electrolyte. Even at lower temperatures, such as PEM fuel cell temperatures,
partial dissolution of the platinum catalyst is reported.(30) Sulfur impurities are detrimental to the
platinum cathode catalyst, and sulfur compounds are common atmospheric impurities, especially
in industrial environments. Development of platinum alloy catalysts with high stability in the
presence of chloride and other impurities is needed. Alternatively, scrubbing systems that
remove these critical impurities from the air prior to the air entering the fuel cell could be
developed.
A compilation of the air impurities and their effects on PAFC performance does not exist. R&D
should be initiated to identify air impurities and their effect on PAFC performance.
Gap—Phosphate Anion Adsorption
Phosphate anion adsorption was identified by UTC Power and BASF as an important
performance inhibitor for the oxygen reduction reaction at the MCFC and PAFC R&D
Workshop.(31) Ross and Andriacacos(32) report phosphate anion adsorption reduces the oxygen
reduction activity by a factor of 15 for trifluoromethane sulfonic acid solutions. He et al.(33)
report that a Pt-Ni/C catalyst is less susceptible to phosphate anion adsorption than Pt/C. The
development of a platinum alloy catalyst with a lower phosphate anion adsorption will increase
the oxygen reduction reaction and improve the efficiency of the PAFC system. The voltage
penalty for the reported phosphate anion adsorption varies in the open literature, but
improvements of 40–100 mV are considered reasonable. Elimination of phosphate anion
adsorption is the goal, and there are several approaches:
•

Development of platinum alloy catalysts that minimize the phosphate anion
adsorption is an R&D route.

•

Development of alternative phosphoric acid-based electrolytes is another approach
considered beneficial. PBI membranes were initially thought to eliminate or restrict
phosphate ion adsorption; unfortunately, reduction of phosphate ion adsorption by
PBI has not been observed.

•

Development of an intermediate interface between the phosphoric acid electrolyte and
the cathode catalyst is another approach.

Gap—High Performance Catalyst
Catalyst loading for the PAFC cathode is 0.7–1.0 mg/cm2. The development of new high
performance platinum catalyst structures in PEM R&D, e.g., the nanostructure thin film catalyst
developed by 3M Corp., offer the promise of increased activity and performance at reduced
catalyst loadings. The 0.1 mg Pt/cm2 catalyst loadings reported for PEM are a good target;
however, reduction of the PAFC cathode platinum catalyst loading by 50% would be an
important improvement. A critical factor in reducing the platinum catalyst loading is to maintain
durability, which requires that the research process include degradation studies.
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Bipolar Plates
The bipolar plates used for fuel cell systems are mixtures of carbon/graphite powder and binding
resin. The corrosion of graphite in hot phosphoric acid is very low compared to non-graphitized
carbon. The stability of the binding resin at phosphoric acid fuel cell operating temperatures
(130°C–180°C) is a critical material property, and the corrosion of the resins limits the stability
of the bipolar plates. Kinoshita(25) lists the resins classified by their material properties, as shown
in Table 5.
The properties of the binders are critical to the stability of the bipolar plates. For example,
bipolar plates made using polyphenylene sulfide binder cannot be operated at temperatures
exceeding 163°C (325°F). Other binder materials identified from the patent literature for the
formation of dense graphitic structures include furfural alcohol and furan additions to graphitic
powder binders.(34)
In the fabrication of the PAFC bipolar plate, graphite powder is mixed with the resin dissolved in
an organic solvent; the recommended range of graphite powder and resin is 50-60% and 50-40%
by weight respectively.(35) Emanuelson et al.(35) identify the preferred resin to be a thermoset
phenolic resin that has a carbon yield of greater than 50% when carbonized.
Table 5: Candidate Binder Materials for Bipolar Electrode
Separators for Fuel Cells, After Kinoshita(25)
Thermoset Resins:
Phenolic Resin
Phenol-Formaldehyde Resin
Thermoplastic Polymers:
Polyphenylene Sulfide
Polyether Sulfone
Polyphenyl Sulfone
Polyamide

The graphite particles used for the separator plates must have specific properties regarding
particle size, purity, particle shape, and density.
•

45% of the particle sizes should be smaller than 50 µ in diameter, and the distribution of
particle sizes should promote the greatest densification of the separator plate.

•

High purity requirements eliminate volatile materials that otherwise would be lost during
graphitization and result in uncontrolled porosity.

•

High purity requirements also eliminate contaminants that would dissolve in phosphoric
acid and poison the fuel cell catalyst.

•

A granular shape is preferred to optimize the packing density and to produce uniform
shrinkage in all three dimensions.
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•

A particle density of 2.0 gm/cc is required to assure proper corrosion, electrical
conductivity, and thermal conductivity.

The mixture of resin and graphite powder is molded into a “green” shape at temperatures hot
enough to melt the resin and give uniform flow of the materials. The resin material in the “green”
composite is readily corroded by hot phosphoric acid. Carbonization of the resin material at
1,000°C converts the phenolic resin to carbon; however, some pore formation occurs during the
carbonization process. The final heat-treating stage for the separator plate is graphitization of the
carbon formed in the carbonization process at temperatures up to 2,800°C.
Even with densification and graphitization, some residual porosity remains within the separator
plates. This residual porosity permits the transport of the phosphoric acid between adjacent cells,
and the cell stack voltage is a driving force for the movement of phosphoric acid. The connection
of acid between adjacent cells is a pathway for corrosion currents (shunt currents) that will
shorten the operating life of the PAFC stack.
Wheeler et al.(36) report thin films of Teflon laid between adjacent separator plates extends the
life of the PAFC system through the formation of a hydrophobic barrier that blocks the
interconnecting porosity between adjacent cells. Dettling et al.(37) describe the use of a
thermoplastic barrier sheet to block phosphoric acid transport. The separator plate containing the
barrier layer is fabricated by hot pressing a thermoplastic layer between two separator plates such
that the barrier layer impregnates the pores of the separator plates and seals them to prevent gas
transfer. Dettling et al.(37) further report that at the optimum pressing conditions, no sealant
material remained between adjacent plate surfaces, and intimate contact of the two separator
plates results in good electrical conductivity. One of the sealant materials suggested by Dettling
et al.(37) is FEP Teflon (fluorinated ethylene-propylene). Figures 8a and 8b are sketches of the
separator plate concept pre-hot pressing and post-hot pressing, respectively.

Figure 8: Separator plate concept showing fluorocarbon film used as a
barrier to prevent transport of phosphoric acid
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Performance degradation of the separator plate was reported by Wheeler et al.(36) These authors
correlated laboratory corrosion studies with bare separator plates and separator plates with a
Teflon film layer. The Teflon film addition decreased the acid flux by an order of magnitude,
hence increasing the PAFC system life. Linear regression fits for the bare plate and the plate
containing Teflon demonstrated both plates had the same corrosion rate. The authors concluded
that the addition of the Teflon film delays the onset of separator plate corrosion. The comparison
of this data with cell and stack data from 200-kW commercial PAFC systems led to the
prediction that it would be possible to achieve a PAFC system life of 60,000 h. The mechanism
by which the acid flux increased was delamination of the Teflon from the carbon with
subsequent wetting of the separator plate by phosphoric acid.
There are active programs for the development of low cost separator plates for PAFC systems,
e.g., the collaboration between UTC Power and Wellman Products Group for the development of
lower cost separator materials and lower cost manufacturing methods. This R&D program is
funded by the Ohio Third Frontier program. Lower cost separator plates are being incorporated
into UTC Power’s new PureCell400 System.(38)
Gap—Separator Plates
The complex processing in the fabrication of separator plates includes high temperature
graphitization and the inclusion of expensive fluoropolymer films. Micro-grinding of the
composite part to ensure flatness and parallelism is done after the initial carbonization step. The
molding, high temperature processing, and machining of the separator plate contribute
significantly to the cost of this PAFC repeat component.
New binder materials with stability at phosphoric acid operating temperatures are needed for the
separator plates. Binding materials with stability up to 200°C would greatly simplify the
fabrication process for separator plates and reduce the need for carbonization and graphitization
of the binder resin.
High speed methods for depositing highly dense, conductive layers onto the surface of a porous
separator plate material should be considered. A high speed continuous process would eliminate
the slow (bottleneck) hot pressing step.
New methods of continuous processing are needed to fabricate separator plates in a continuous
roll-to-roll processing. Tape casting methods should be considered. The requirement for
densification of the separator plate suggests a continuous pressing operation as part of a tape
casting approach.
Lowering the temperature of the PAFC system may provide a pathway to stable binder materials
and reduced separator processing costs. The lower limit for the temperature reduction should be
based on carbon monoxide poisoning of the anode catalyst and the combined heat and power
requirements for the PAFC system.
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Electrolyte Reservoir Plates and Control of the Phosphoric Acid Electrolyte
Content
At the higher operating temperatures of the PAFC system, the vapor pressure of phosphoric acid
is high and loss of the phosphoric acid through evaporation can limit the operating life of the
PAFC system. Replacement of the acid by spraying fresh electrolyte into the gas stream was
considered.(39) However, this approach was problematic since electrolyte would coat the outside
of the cell stack and provide pathways for shorting between adjacent cells.(40) The shorting
current would lead to localized corrosion of the cell components and shorten the life of the fuel
PAFC system.
Electrolyte Reservoir Plate
An electrolyte reservoir plate (ERP) is a porous graphite composite fabricated from graphite and
binder resin but pressed and heat treated to yield a plate with controlled porosity and pore size
distribution. The ERP is positioned in each cell adjacent to the anode, cathode or both
electrodes.(41, 42, 43) The pore size distribution of the ERP is fabricated to assure overlap with the
pore size distribution of the electrode to guarantee communication of the electrolyte between the
ERP and the electrode. For the PAFC system, the ERP is a source of phosphoric acid that aids in
extending the life of the PAFC to 40,000 h or more. The phosphoric acid in the pores of the ERP
replaces the phosphoric acid lost through evaporation. The PAFC operates as a “trapped”
electrolyte fuel cell with each individual cell containing the entire electrolyte needed for 40,000
h operation and no sharing of phosphoric acid electrolyte permitted between cells. The ERP is
also a volume buffer for changes in the electrolyte volume caused by increased water content in
the electrolyte, which occur as a result of large temperature swings; e.g., shutdown of the PAFC
to room temperature.
In many designs, the ERP contains the flow field for the distribution of reactants. In one design,
the flow field of the ERP is in contact with the separator plate, and the opposite side of the ERP
is in contact with the catalyst layer. This is shown as Configuration 1 in Figure 9a. The ERP in
contact with the electrode must have a pore size distribution and hydrophilic/hydrophobic
properties that allow gaseous reactants and products to transport to and from the electrodes from
the flow fields while still facilitating sharing of the phosphoric acid electrolyte between electrode
and ERP. This is a highly engineered materials design with potentially prohibitive fabrication
costs because of the need to control the physical and chemical properties of the ERP during
fabrication.
In Figure 9b, an alternative configuration for the EPR with the alternative
electrode/ERP/separator plate is shown. Configuration 2 has the flow fields in contact with the
electrode along with the ERP. Configuration 2 relieves the requirements for transport of reactants
and products through the ERP while maintaining the requirement for transport and storage of
phosphoric acid. The physical and chemical properties of the ERP in Configuration 2, while
more relaxed than those of ERP Configuration 1, are still consistent with a highly engineered and
costly component design.
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Figure 9: Electrolyte reservoir configuration for PAFC

Gap—Electrolyte Reservoir Plate
The purpose of the ERP is to replenish the phosphoric acid that is lost through evaporation and to
be a volume buffer for the phosphoric acid when the water content of the acid increases; e.g., at
room temperature, the concentration of acid is approximately 85% while at operating
temperatures the water content of the acid is effectively less than 1%. The EPR is a highly
engineered materials design with high manufacturing cost and high quality control demands.
•

Lowering the operating temperature will reduce the vapor pressure of the phosphoric
acid; a 10°F reduction produces an order of magnitude reduction in vapor pressure. The
lower temperatures would reduce the volume of acid needed in the individual cells.

•

Development of an alternative electrolyte membrane could lower the vapor pressure of
the phosphoric acid by binding the phosphoric acid to the membrane.

•

The combination of reduced temperature and a membrane that binds the phosphoric acid
could eliminate the need for the highly engineered ERP.

•

Development of continuous manufacturing processes is needed that would produce ERPs
at high rates.

•

New binder materials with stability at phosphoric acid operating temperatures are needed
for the separator plates. Binding materials with stability up to 200°C also would greatly
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simplify the fabrication process for reservoir plates and reduce or eliminate the need for
carbonization and graphitization of the binder resin.
Condensation Zone—Cooler/ERP Design for Acid Recovery
Three methods of cooling PAFC fuel cell systems have been investigated:(21) 1) water cooling,
2) air-cooling, and 3) dielectric-liquid cooling. Anahara(21) reports the choice of cooling system
is dependent on the size of the fuel cell system. For large systems with cogeneration, water
cooling is the method of choice while smaller systems would use air cooling. Dielectric cooling
is recommended for smaller systems such as those used in vehicles. For commercialized PAFC
systems demonstrated in the United States, two-phase water cooling was the method of choice.
For the phosphoric acid system, water cooling is used with cooler plates every five to six cells. A
serpentine stainless steel tube is encapsulated in graphite powder bound by a fluorocarbon binder
that holds the tubes in place, forming a cooler plate. Because of the hydrophobic nature of
fluorocarbon binders, the stainless steel tubes in the plate are protected from corrosion by hot
phosphoric acid. The composition of the graphite plate is graded to control the coefficient of
expansion.(44) Liquid water enters the cooler plates and a two-phase water/steam mixture exits
the cooler plates. The latent heat of evaporation of the water in the stainless steel tube is the
primary heat removal process, although sensible heat from the increase of the water temperature
to boiling does have a minor contribution to the heat removal.
Evaporation of the phosphoric electrolyte is a strong function of temperature; a “rule-of-thumb”
is the vapor pressure increases by an order of magnitude for every 10°F over the operating
temperature range 300°–400°F (149°–204°C). Design of a phosphoric acid fuel cell with a
“cold” condensation zone for collecting “evaporated” phosphoric acid that is held at 10–20°F
lower than the stack operating temperature is a means of acid recovery. The concept was
developed by International Fuel Cells (UTC Power LLC) and was integrated with the ERP
concept. Acid condensing in the “condensation zone” is collected by the ERP and is returned into
the cell. The lower temperature of the condensation zone reduces the acid loss by at least an
order of magnitude if not more. This innovative design concept reduces the acid loss and extends
the operating life of the PAFC system to 40,000 h or more.
The condensation zone is a non-reactive zone in a phosphoric acid fuel cell, i.e., a zone where
there is no catalyst and no electrochemical reaction. The benefit of the non-reactive zone is that
there is no heat generated in the zone; hence, the zone is readily cooled by the incoming coolant.
As shown in Figure 10, the coolant and the air flow are counter current, and the air with the
greatest phosphoric acid vapor content will come in contact with the coolest part of the cell at the
condensation zone.
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Credit: Douglas Wheeler, DJW Technology, LLC

The temperature of the active region of the cell cannot be reduced below a “critical” temperature
because carbon monoxide in the hydrogen-rich anode gas poisons the platinum catalyst at low
temperatures. There exists a critical temperature condition within the phosphoric acid fuel cell
where poisoning of the anode catalyst is minimized. Gang et al.(45) demonstrated, using
contaminant-free fuel, that there was little or no polarization at 150°C but the polarization
increased with decreasing temperature below this critical temperature. In the same study, the
polarization at 150°C increased dramatically with increasing CO concentration. The fuel
processing of natural gas in PAFC systems produces a hydrogen-rich stream with 0.5–1% CO.
At an optimum fuel processing condition with the system operating temperature reduced to
minimize acid evaporation, the size of the condensation zone can be reduced and the
electrochemically active area of each cell increased without changing the footprint.

Figure 10: Cooler design showing the condensation zone where no electrochemistry occurs

Gap—Cooler and Condensation Zone
The condensation zone was developed to collect the phosphoric acid lost through evaporation
and recycle it using the EPR to replenish the electrolyte level.
•

Reduction of the PAFC system operating temperature would reduce the evaporation of
the phosphoric acid and could eliminate the complex cooler-ERP design associated with
the condensation zone.

•

The development of a membrane that binds the acid would lower the vapor pressure of
the acid and could eliminate the complex cooler-ERP design associated with the
condensation zone.
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•

Replacement of the stainless steel cooler tube with lower-cost metals or with composite
materials would be a cost improvement that could be combined with lower operating
temperature.

•

The development of improved manufacturing processes that would reduce the cost of
fabrication of the cooler also should be considered. Molding of the cooler structure could
be one approach.

Reformer Technology
Steam reforming of natural gas is the fuel processing method used for high efficiency PAFC
systems. Nitrogen impurities in the natural gas produce ammonia in the steam reforming process.
The ammonia poisons the PAFC fuel cell system through the formation of (NH4)H2PO4 in the
phosphoric acid(46), which lowers the conductivity of the phosphoric acid electrolyte. Methods
for removing the ammonia prior to its entering the fuel cell include scrubbers containing
phosphoric acid that absorb the ammonia.(47) UTC Power reported at the DOE MCFC/PAFC
Workshop(31) that the cost for removal of the ammonia and the penalties associated with
ammonia poisoning were excessive.
The cost of the fuel processing system could be greater than 30% of the total PAFC system cost.
The high operating temperatures of the reformer require specialize materials and catalyst. The
design of the reformer is based on tubes filled with catalyst (nickel) contained in a chamber
heated by spent anode fuel. This design for the PAFC reformer was developed in the 1980s.
Gap—PAFC Reformers
The development of a reformer catalyst that does not form ammonia in the steam reforming
process is needed to reduce the operating cost of PAFC systems.
Fuel processing systems incorporating some of the more recent reformer concepts developed by
the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory(48) and others,(49) such as microchannel reformer
concepts, may be a pathway to lower cost fuel processors.
Balance-of-Plant
Interviews and presentations by UTC Power and BASF(31) were not particularly productive in
specifying the gaps for the BOP components. Capital cost reduction is an important requirement
for the BOP, which includes the development of low-cost radiator systems, low-cost condensers,
and lower-cost power conditioning.
Gap—Balance-of-Plant
While industry has established research priorities that reflect the high cost of PAFC systems,
analysis of the materials, component, and manufacturing costs are considered proprietary data. A
detailed cost analysis for the PAFC system is needed similar to those conducted for the U.S.
DOE PEM automotive program by TIAX(50) and Directed Technologies Inc.(51) The proposed
cost analysis would provide the basis for cell component (repeat part) R&D targets and for BOP
R&D targets.
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Participants of the MCFC/PAFC R&D Workshop(31) agreed that first costs, consisting of capital
equipment, manufacturing processes, installation, and warrantee, need to be reduced.
Cost Considerations
UTC Power LLC and Fuji Electric Group are the two organizations developing and marketing
large PAFC stationary systems 400 kW and 100 kW, respectively. Both UTC Power and Fuji
Electric Group were contacted; and the responses were varied.
UTC Power LLC
UTC Power was invited to and participated in the MCFC and PAFC R&D Workshop in January
2010(31) at which it identified key technical areas for improvement. As part of a manufacturing
support project at NREL, UTC Power was visited. A tour of its manufacturing facilities
identified a mixture of automated manufacturing and “Pick & Place” labor-intensive operations.
UTC Power is investing in automated and continuous flow manufacturing methods as a means of
increasing product throughput and driving down the cost of the 400-kW PureCell400.
UTC Power will deliver 20 PureCell400 units in 2010. It only manufactures units based on firm
orders. UTC Power anticipates delivering 100 PureCell400 systems in 2011. UTC Power did not
address when production rates could reach 1,000 to 10,000 units per year.
UTC Power considers cost a critical, proprietary component for its business and identifies as
proprietary the specific costs for materials, components, manufacturing costs, supplier costs,
subsystem costs, and assembly costs. UTC Power did provide some general information
regarding costs:
•

Cell stack costs need to be reduced. Cell stack components are identified as “repeat” parts
by UTC Power because the number of these parts is extremely large. Repeat parts include
the membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) (and the components to make MEAs),
bipolar separator plates, electrolyte reservoir plates, and perimeter seals.

•

The fuel processing system contributes a large cost to the 400-kW stationary system; and
the natural gas reformer is largest cost component for fuel processing. It is possible that
the reformer cost could equal or exceed the cost of the stack.

•

Power conditioning is a high subsystem cost that needs to be lowered.

•

BOP components need a cost reduction effort. Because of the low production rates (20
PureCell400 units in 2010, driving down radiator, heat exchanger, and blower costs is
difficult.

A top-level estimate of critical materials costs was developed to determine what levels of
improvement could be anticipated for platinum catalyst reductions and for materials cost
reduction for the separator plates. The assumed baseline case for the estimate is given in Table 6.
Detailed technical specifications for the PureCell400 are not available, so values from the PAFC
literature were used where necessary.
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Table 6: Estimate of Baseline Case for 400 kW
Total cell area

2,580 cm2

Active cell area
Current density

2,090 cm2
200 mA/cm2

Cell voltage

0.55 V

Cells per stack
Temperature

460
150°C

Pressure
Catalyst loading

Atmospheric
1.0 mg
Pt/cm2

Estimate based on UTC Power reporting; it had moved from a
single stack in the PureCell 200 to four stacks in the PureCell400
Assumes a 2.54 cm seal on the cell
Assumes performance similar to that reported in literature for
phosphoric acid single cells
Assumes performance similar to that reported in literature for
phosphoric acid single cells
Assumes 400-kW system needs 25 kW of parasitic power support
Based on extended life predictions of 60,000 h by UTC Power –
not a critical factor for this cost estimate
UTC Power literature
Based on phosphoric acid literature data

Two scenarios were developed to assess the impact of various improvements in cell
performance. In Scenario 1, the most optimistic, four possibilities were considered for lowering
platinum costs. In Scenario 2, a more conservative approach was taken.
Scenario 1:
•

The power density would be doubled through catalyst improvements.

•

The price of platinum would be at its lowest point for period July 2009 to May 2010.

•

The platinum loading could be reduced by 50%.

•

The phosphate anion adsorption penalty could be reduced and the power density
improved by a combination of a 100-mV improvement in cell voltage and a doubling of
the current density.

Scenario 2:
•

The power density would be increased by 50% through catalyst improvements.

•

The price of platinum would be at its highest point for the period July 2009 to May 2010.

•

The platinum loading could be increased by 25% and yield a 50% improvement in power
density.

•

The phosphate anion adsorption was reduced increasing the power density by 18%.

The results of each of the improvements in the cost of platinum catalyst (in $/kW) are shown in
Figure 11. The baseline case for the cost of catalyst was calculated to $454/kW, which is
approximately 10 to 20% of the cost of a complete PAFC system.
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Figure 11: Potential cost reductions associated with platinum catalyst improvement

Each of the cost benefits is calculated separately. In the phosphate anion reduction case, the cost
benefit is an increase in power density. The cost benefits are not considered to be additive since
it is anticipated that, for example, a 50% reduction in platinum catalyst loading would not
simultaneously produce a doubling of the power density. There is platinum materials estimate
only, and there is no benefit assumed for improving MEA manufacturing methods. The two
scenarios give a range of potential benefits that could be possible for improvements in platinum
catalyst and a caution regarding the impact of platinum price on PAFC systems.
The power density benefits are shown only as a reduction in platinum cost for the system
($/kW). An increase in power density would also reduce the number of cells in the stack, and the
separator plate, bipolar plate, and cooler count would decrease. The analysis assumes these
reductions would be small compared to the catalyst savings; however, it is recommended that a
more rigorous cost analysis of PAFC systems be undertaken that would include cell component
reductions, manufacturing costs, and BOP costs.
A similar analysis was initiated for the cost of FEP films used in separator plates. The cost of the
FEP film using information in Table 3 and prices obtained from Delaware Molding Services was
$6.00/kW for the baseline case FEP film. The differential in materials cost between FEP film and
platinum was so great that progress made in reducing FEP film costs would be small by
comparison to progress made in reducing platinum costs. The high cost of bipolar plates and
separator plates suggested by UTC Power at the MCFC/PAFC R&D Workshop(31) must reflect
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on the high processing costs associated with graphitization, in ability to do net-shape molding,
and micro-grinding costs.
Table 7 lists the opportunities for incremental cost reduction for the PureCell400 power plant
operating on pipeline-quality natural gas. The assumptions used here are: 1) that 40 MW per year
will be manufactured at the existing facility, but with higher levels of automation; 2) no major
design changes will be made to the power plant; 3) progress will be made in reducing platinum
loading to 50% of its current value; 4) 90% of the impact of anion adsorption is mitigated
leading to higher power density; 5) significant progress will be made in lowering the cost of
fabricating repeat parts, possible by eliminating the need to graphitize the separator and
electrolyte reservoir plates; and finally, 6) moving from the current 8-MW/year to a 40-MW/year
production volume will significantly lower overhead costs.
Table 7: Opportunity for PAFC Cost Reductions
Opportunity Area
50% reduction in platinum costs
Improved fabrication methods
90% reduction in anion adsorption
Increase from 8 MW to 40 MW/year
Reduced conditioning costs
Total Potential Cost Reductions

$/kW
250
200
250
300
100
1,100

In the absence of hard cost data from UTC Power for the individual components of the
PureCell400, the results shown in Table 7 must be viewed as being composed of one part
analysis and one part speculation. However, they do suggest that the most effective method of
reducing costs would be to reduce fabrication costs of the repeat parts, reduce platinum loading,
and boost production to 40 MW/year.
Cost Analysis
Using the H2A Fuel Cell Power model, a projection for the cost of electricity was plotted as a
function of first costs for the PureCell400. Two assumptions were made: O&M costs are 2 cents
per kilowatt-hour and the cost of fuel is $10/106 Btu. This higher natural gas cost was used to
represent the cost of purchasing renewable gas certificates. As with the MCFC costs discussed
above, these costs include all applicable taxes and return on investment. The plot is shown in
Figure 12.
Summary of Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell Results
The results of this gap analysis show that the three best candidates for significant cost reductions
in stationary PAFC power plants that can be addressed by new R&D are in the areas of 1)
reductions in platinum loadings, 2) reductions in the cost of fabricating separator plates and
electrolyte reservoir plates, and 3) increases in power density through the reduction or
elimination of that portion of the cell polarization caused by anion adsorption.
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Additional cost reductions can most certainly be made through increasing production volume at
the current UTC Power facility. Also, the PureCell400, unlike the DFC 1500, is assembled as a
single, truck-transportable unit and as such can benefit from the introduction of additional
factory-based assembly line methods.

Cost Components of Electricity vs. FC Capital Cost (PAFC)
installed cost; 67% overall efficiency; no incentives; 10% IRR; $10/MMBTU gas; 2¢/kWh O&M; heat valued at $10/MMBTU
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Figure 12: Plot of electricity costs (cents/kW-h) as a function of fuel cell power plant costs for a
PureCell400 unit operating on natural gas

Although hard numbers are not available, it is reasonable to speculate that reducing platinum
loading by 50% would trim about $250/kW from the first costs for a PureCell400. Finding
lower-cost methods or materials for fabricating separator plates and electrolyte reservoirs could
trim an additional $200/kW. Eliminating 90% of the cell polarization caused by anion adsorption
could effectively increase power density from 400 to 450 kW by significantly improving
electrical efficiency. This improvement alone could be worth $250/kW. Taken together,
successfully addressing these three gaps could reduce the first costs of a PAFC by as much as
$700/kW. Increased sales of power plants and improvements in the conditioning process could
add $400/kW to this cost reduction.
Information regarding plans for building larger power plants or for an order of magnitude
increase in production volume beyond the current maximum capacity of 40 MW/year has not
been shared by UTC Power with the gap analysis team. Therefore, it is not possible to chart a
pathway to achieve installed costs of $2,000/kW for PAFC power plants. Neither, however, were
any technological roadblocks identified to eventually achieving these first-cost numbers.
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